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016 CABLE INSPECTION & REPAIR  
(Airfield Operations) 

 

 
Aim: To learn how to inspect the winch cables and carry out necessary repairs. 

Prior to the commencement of flying it is necessary to inspect the winch cables. Should any damage be found a repair 
has to be made as will be the case following a cable break.  

The Cables 
Winch cables are 4.5mm diameter stranded steel that have a 1,500 Kg breaking strain. Repairs are made by cutting out 

the damaged section and joining the cable using copper ferrules crimped by a hydraulic press. The bond is created by the 
soft copper being moulded into the strands of the cable under intense pressure. A well made joint should be stronger than 
the actual cable. 

 

 
 

Cable Inspection. 
Prior to the first launch of the day the cable retrieve driver and an assistant have to inspect the laid out cables from the 

vehicle whilst driving slowly between them. It will be necessary to stop and get out if they believe a particular section 
warrants a more detailed examination.  
• Check for signs of obvious damage such as severe kinking, any unravelled strands or multiple broken strands. 

(Single broken strands are acceptable).  
• Check all previous repairs by examining the ferrules. Being soft copper, they are susceptible to wear and damage 

and in time they can deform (becoming lozenge shaped or tapered) and may have signs of cracking or frayed ends. 
Any thought to be suspect should be replaced. 

 

    
Damaged cable – Repair necessary                             Badly worn ferrule – Repair necessary 



 
Repairing Damaged Cable 

The cable repair kit, comprising cable shears, hydraulic press and ferrules is carried in the cable retrieve vehicle.  
Commence the repair by cutting the ends of the cables cleanly with the shears before running two ferrules on to them. 

They should be set fifteen centimetres apart with a minimum of five millimetres of cable protruding beyond each ferrule. 
Make sure to loop the cable into the press; if it is fed in from either side it will be trapped when the joint is complete. Crimp 
the ferrules using the middle die of the press exerting sufficient pressure with the lever. To get a strong enough bond, the 
press has to be pumped until the jaws of the die are brought firmly together. A properly crimped ferrule will be left with a 
neat pair of ‘wings’. 

 

        
          New ferrule being positioned in the middle die                                       A well completed repair 
        Note how the cable is looped in to facilitate removal                       Note the strand projection and ferrule ‘wings’ 
 
Need To Know: 
• During cable inspection check for damaged strands and worn ferrules 
• Wear work gloves when handling damaged cable 
• When preparing to join cable make sure it is looped into the press 
• When jointing cable ensure ferrules are 15cms apart and have 5mm strand projection 
• Use the middle die of the press and ensure the faces of it are brought together firmly 
• Check the completed repair for adequate strand projection and ‘wings’ on the ferrules  

Note. Repairs to cables should only be made by persons with experience of three previous repairs under supervision.  


